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Research background 
The ‘Beach house’ has a long history as a do-it-yourself, self-build, experience. In stark 
contrast with this vernacular tradition, contemporary architect-designed ‘Beach houses’ 
exhibit none of the informal construction detailing and casual assembly and material 
characteristics of their predecessors. 
 
Research Contribution 
This research project sought to bridge the gap between vernacular and contemporary. It 
experiments with the application of indeterminate construction detailing, within the 
constrictions of a contemporary certifiable construction process. It experiments with the 
construction process itself. This project explores though a built project, a line or research 
enquire established through theoretical research and other (journal) publications. 
 
Research Significance 
The significance of this research is that it shows the possibility of marrying the low-tech 
construction systems and materials of a self-build tradition (vernacular owner-builder 
beach-houses), with contemporary construction industry systems (architectural design, 
certification, cost planning, construction and sub-contracting). This research has shown the 
relevance of non-traditional owner-builder technologies within a more traditional (architect 
designed) paradigm. The completed house exhibits high quality design and construction 
detailing, achieved through non-traditional (do-it-yourself) procurement processes 
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